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Abstract

In this paper, we show that every 4-connected maximal plane graph withmfinite faces other than
the octahedron can be drawn in the plane so that at least(m+3)/2 faces are acute triangles. Moreover,
this bound is sharp.
© 2005 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction

LetG be asimplegraph (i.e.with no multiple edges and no loops). Aplanarembedding
of G is a drawing ofG in the plane with no crossing of edges except their endpoints. We
say thatG is planar if G has a planar embedding. A planar graph with some fixed planar
embedding is called aplane graph. A plane triangulationis a simple plane graphG such
that each face ofG is triangular. (A plane triangulation is sometimes called amaximal plane
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graph.) If a facef of G is not an infinite region,f is said to befinite. The boundary walk of
the infinite face of a plane graphG is called theboundaryof G.
A planar embedding ofG is called astraight-line embeddingif each edge ofG is a

straight-line segment in the planar drawing. The following theorem was proved byWagner
[5] and Fáry[1].

Theorem 1 (Wagner and Fáry). Every planar graph has a straight-line embedding.

In this paper, we focus on a “good” straight-line embedding of a plane triangulation. That
is, for a given plane triangulationG, we want to know how many finite faces ofGwe can
make acute, considering all straight-line embeddingsĜ of G carrying the infinite face ofG
into the infinite face ofĜ, and all finite faces ofG into all finite faces ofĜ.
Kaneko et al.[3] proved the following theorem.

Theorem 2 (Kaneko et al.). Every plane triangulation G with m finite faces has a straight-
line embedding with at leastm/3 acute triangles. Moreover, this bound is sharp.

An example attaining the bound can be constructed as follows. Consider any plane trian-
gulationTand put a vertexv into each finite facef of Tand joinv with the three vertices on
the boundary cycle off. In the resulting graph̃T , among three triangular faces incident to the
same vertex of degree 3 added, at most one triangular face is acute. Thus, every straight-line
embedding ofT̃ has at mostm/3 acute triangles, wherem is the number of finite faces of
G.
In this paper, we focus on 4-connected plane triangulations. Since these graphs have no

vertex of degree 3, one might expect that the bound in Theorem 2 can be improved. The
following is our main theorem.

Theorem 3. Let G be a4-connected plane triangulation with m finite faces. If G is an
octahedron,G has a straight-line embedding such that four faces are acute triangles. Oth-
erwise,G has a straight-line embedding which contains at least(m+ 3)/2 acute triangles.
Moreover, both bounds are sharp.

To prove Theorem 3 we make use of two kinds ofcontractions, one of which is for
an edge incident to a vertex of degree 4 and the other is for a triangular finite face. In
Section 2, we introduce theorems dealing with them. In Section 3, we give a proof of
Theorem 3.

2. Contractions of edges and faces

Let V (G) be the vertex set of a graphG and letE(G) be the edge set ofG. A k-cycle
means a cycle of lengthk. The subsetSof V (G) is called ak-cut if |S| = k and the graph
G− S is disconnected. We can easily see that for any integerk�3, thek vertices in ak-cut
in a plane triangulationG, which is minimal with respect to inclusion, lie on a common
k-cycleC. In this case, we say thatC is aseparating k-cycle and each edgee ∈ E(C) is
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Fig. 1. A contraction of an edgee.
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Fig. 2. A contraction of a trianglexyz.

containedin ak-cut. The interior ofCon the plane is denoted by IntC and the set of vertices
in IntC is denoted byV (IntC).
LetGbe a plane triangulation and letebe an edge ofG.Contracting e(or contractionof

e) inG is to removee, identify the two ends ofeand replace the two pairs of multiple edges
by two single edges respectively, as shown inFig. 1. Note that we contract only an edge
incident to a vertex of degree exactly 4 in the following theorem. We denote the resulting
graph byG/e.We call its reverse operation anedge expansion. An edge expansion is called
a vertex splitting in[4].
LetG be a 4-connected plane triangulation and letxyzbe a finite face ofG. Contracting

a trianglexyz (or contractionof xyz) is to remove three edgesxy, yz andxz, to identify
three verticesx, y andz into a single vertex and to replace the three pairs of multiple edges
by three single edges respectively, as shown inFig. 2. We denote the resulting graph by
G/xyz. We call its reverse operation atriangular expansion.
We give the following theorem.

Theorem 4. Every4-connectedplane triangulation canbe transformed into theoctahedron
by a sequence of contracting an edge incident to a vertex of degree4 and contracting a
triangle so that at each stage, the4-connectedness is preserved and the boundary of the
graph is not deformed.
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We remark that only contracting triangles do not transform all 4-connected plane tri-
angulations into the octahedron. Consider a plane triangulation obtained from any plane
quadrangulation by adding a vertex of degree 4 to each quadrilateral face, for example.
Such a triangulation is 4-connected and contracting any triangle does not preserve the 4-
connectedness. On the other hand, it has been shown in[4] that every plane triangulation
with minimum degree at least 4 is transformed into the octahedron, preserving the mini-
mum degree at least 4, by a sequence of the contraction of an edge and the removal of an
octahedron. (The removal of an octahedron is the following operation. Suppose that there
is a triangular facex1x2x3 such thatxixj vk andvivj xk are faces for any{i, j, k}={1,2,3}.
The operation is to remove{x1, x2, x3}.) Moreover, it has been shown in[2] that every
4-connected plane triangulation can be transformed into the octahedron, preserving the
4-connectedness, by a sequence of contractions of edges. Therefore, in this result, if we
restrict that an edge contraction is applied to only an edge incident to a vertex of degree 4,
then we need another operation, namely contracting a triangle, as in Theorem 4.
LetG be a 4-connected plane triangulation and leteandxyzbe an edge and a finite face

of G, respectively. We say that an edgee (resp. a trianglexyz) is 4-contractibleif the graph
obtained fromG by contractinge (resp.xyz) is a 4-connected plane triangulation.

Lemma 5. LetGbea4-connectedplane triangulationexcept theoctahedronand letv0v1v2
be a finite face of G. Thenv0v1v2 is not4-contractible if and only if for some i, vivi+1 is
contained in a separating4-cycle C such that either the interior or the exterior of C contain
at least two vertices of G includingvi+2. (The subscripts are taken modulo3.)

Proof. The sufficiency is obvious and we show the necessity. Sincev0v1v2 is not 4-
contractible,G/v0v1v2 has a separating 3-cycleC′ since it is not a complete graph. (If
G were the octahedron, thenG/v0v1v2 would beK4.) Let v be the vertex arisen by con-
tracting v0v1v2. Clearly, v lies onC′. SetC′ = vab wherea, b ∈ V (G/v0v1v2)\{v}.
Obviously, the cycleC′ corresponds to some separating 4-cycleC=vivi+1ab inG through
a, b ∈ V (G)\{v0, v1, v2} for somei. Then the component ofG − C containingvi+2 con-
tains another vertex different fromvi+2; otherwise, the component would disappear in
G/v0v1v2 − C′ sincevi+2 corresponds tov onC′ andC′ would not separateG/v0v1v2, a
contradiction. Thus, the lemma follows.�

It is easy to see that any 4-connected graph has no vertex of degree less than 4. Thus, it
suffices to show the following lemma in order to prove Theorem 4.

Lemma 6. Let G be a4-connected plane triangulation with boundary�, which is not
isomorphic to the octahedron. If there is a vertexv of degree4 in G, then there exists a
4-contractible edge which is incident tov and is not contained in�. Otherwise, i.e. if the
minimumdegreeofG isat least5,thereexists a4-contractible trianglewhich is edge-disjoint
from�.

Proof. Suppose thatGhas a vertexv of degree 4. Letv1, v2, v3 andv4 be the four neighbors
lying aroundv in this cyclic order. Ifvv1 is not 4-contractible (i.e.G/vv1 has a 3-cut), then
G has a 4-cyclevv1xv3 for somex ∈ V (G)\{v, v1, . . . , v4}. Without loss of generality,
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Fig. 3. A structure ofF.

we may suppose thatv2 is in the interior of the cyclevv1xv3. Similarly, if vv2 is not 4-
contractible, then we can find a 4-cyclevv2yv4 for somey ∈ V (G)\{v, v1, . . . , v4}. By
the planarity, we havex = y. In this case, the graph induced by{v, v1, v2, v3, v4, x(=y)}
is isomorphic to an octahedron. SinceG is 4-connected,G must be an octahedron, which
contradicts the assumption. Thus, at least one of the edgesvv1 or vv2 is 4-contractible. It is
easy to see that ifvvi is 4-contractible, then so isvvi+2 (where subscripts are taken modulo
4). Moreover, bothvvi andvvi+2 are not contained in� simultaneously. Therefore, even
if the 4-contractible edgevvi found is contained in�, then we can takevi+2.
Now we consider the case whenG has no vertex of degree 4. By Lemma 5, ifG is

5-connected, then every triangle is 4-contractible, and hence we suppose thatG has a
separating 4-cycleC=xyzw. ChooseC to beminimal, that is, the subgraphF ofG induced
by V (C) ∪ V (IntC) has no separating 4-cycle. (SinceG has no vertex of degree less than
5, it is easy to see that|V (IntC)|�3.) Letvxy be a triangular face inF. Note thatv /∈V (C)

sinceC is a 4-cut andG is 4-connected. Letvxp be a face inF sharingvx with the face
vxy. Note thatp /∈V (C) sinceC is minimal or sinceG is 4-connected. (SeeFig. 3.) Now
we shall show that the finite facevxp is 4-contractible. Sincevxp is edge-disjoint fromC,
it is also edge-disjoint from�.
To do so, we have only to check that each ofvx, xp andpv is not contained in any

separating 4-cycle, by Lemma 5.
For getting a contradiction, we first suppose that the edgepv lies on a separating 4-cycle

C′.Wemay suppose thatC′ is not contained inF. (For otherwise,Cwould not beminimal, a
contradiction.) Observe that neitherpnorv are adjacent toz. (If p is adjacent toz, thenxpzy
would be a separating 4-cycle, contrary toC being minimal.) Thus, we haveC′ = pvyw.
However, if so, thenxyw would form a 3-cycle ofG. This implies thatxyw is separating or
the degree ofx is exactly 4, contrary toG being 4-connected or the minimum degree>4.
For the edgesvx and xp, we have only to consider the case whenvx lies on some

separating 4-cycleC′′ = xvab for somea, b ∈ V (G)\{x, v, p}. We may assume thatC′′ is
not contained inF by the minimality ofC. Sincev is not adjacent tozby the same argument
as above, the vertexa onC′′ is in IntC. SinceC′′ is separating, we haveay /∈E(C′′). We
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Fig. 4. Two possibilities forGl−1.

also haveaw /∈E(C′′) sinceC is minimal. The remaining possibility is thataz ∈ E(C′′)
andC′′ =xvaz. Since a quadrilateralvazycannot be a separating 4-cycle by the minimality
of C, it has a diagonal eithervzor ay. If vz ∈ E(G), thenG would have a 3-cut{x, v, z},
and ifay ∈ E(G), then{x, y, z} would be a 3-cut, or the degree ofywould be exactly 4. In
both cases, we have a contradiction. Thus, the facevxp is 4-contractible. �

Embed ak-cycleC = v1 · · · vk on the plane, put a vertexx into the interior ofC and a
vertexy into the exterior ofC, and add edgesxvi andyvi for i = 1, . . . , k. The resulting
plane triangulation is called adouble wheeland denoted byDWk. Clearly,DW4 is an
octahedron. Note that all planar embeddings ofDWk are the same plane graph since one
of the two vertices of degreekalways meets the infinite face. Finally, we give the following
corollary which will be used in the next section.

Corollary 7. Every4-connected plane triangulation G other than the octahedron can be
transformed intoDW5 by a sequence of contracting an edge incident to a vertex of degree
4 and contracting a triangle so that at each stage(i) the4-connectedness of the graph is
preserved, (ii) the boundary of the graph is not deformed, and(iii) if the graph has a vertex
of degree4, then a contraction of an edge is applied.

Proof. By Lemma 6 and Theorem 4, there exists a sequence of 4-connected plane triangu-
lationsG=G1,G2, . . . ,Gl =DW4 such thatGi+1 is obtained fromGi by contracting an
edge or a triangle fori = 1, . . . , l − 1 and at any transformation (i)–(iii) are satisfied. We
focus on the triangulationGl−1.We may only show thatGl−1 is isomorphic toDW5. If Gl

is obtained fromGl−1 by contracting an edge, then it is easy to see thatGl−1 is isomorphic
toDW5 (see the left side ofFig. 4). Suppose thatGl is obtained fromGl−1 by contracting a
triangle disjoint from the boundary ofG. Then,Gl−1 has a vertex of degree 4 (see the right
side ofFig. 4). However, when the graph has a vertex of degree 4, an edge contraction must
be applied by (iii). This is a contradiction. Therefore,Gl−1 is isomorphic toDW5. �

3. Proof of our main theorem

We first show that the bound of the number of acute triangles in Theorem 3 is sharp. We
give the following lemma for the octahedron.
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Fig. 5. Octahedron.

Lemma 8. The octahedron has a straight-line embedding so that four faces are acute
triangles and there does not exist a straight-line embedding which contains more than four
acute triangles.

Proof. Let H0 be an octahedron andabc is the boundary ofH0 and letx, y andz be the
inner vertices such thatx (resp.y, z) is adjacent toaandb (resp.bandc, canda). We draw
abcofH0 as a regular triangle andazx, bxyandcyzas isosceles acute triangles such that any
two of them are congruent (seeFig. 5). This embedded octahedron has four acute triangles.
Next, we show the latter part. We can easily see that at most one triangle ofabx, bcyand

cazis acute. If none of three is an acute triangle, the result follows. Hence, we may suppose
that exactly one of them is an acute triangle. Up to symmetry, we may assume thatabx is
an acute triangle. In this case, at least one of� bxy, � yxz and� zxa is not acute. Therefore,
there does not exist a straight-line embedding containing more than 4 acute triangles.�

Lemma 9. For any odd integerm= 2k − 1�9, the double wheelDWk has m finite faces
and any of its straight-line embedding contains at most(m + 3)/2 acute triangles.

Proof. For a positive integerp, letHp be a plane triangulation constructed from the octa-
hedronH0 by replacing an edgexzwith a pathv0v1v2 · · · vp so thatv0 = x andvp = z and
adding edgesavi andyvi for anyi with 1� i�p (seeFig. 6). It is easy to see that any plane
embedding ofDWp+3 is isomorphic toHp. We show that any straight-line embedding of
Hp has at most(m + 3)/2= p + 4 acute triangles amongm = 2p + 5 finite faces. It is
easy to see that there exists at most one integeri such that the line segmentvivi+1 intersects
ay internally. We claim that for any integerj with 1�j�p andj �= i at least one of two
trianglesavjvj+1 andyvjvj+1 is not an acute triangle becauseavjyvj+1 is not a convex
quadrilateral, that is, either� avjvj+1 + � yvjvj+1 or � avj+1vj + � yvj+1vj is at least
180◦. Hence, there are at mostp+1 acute triangles among 2p faces inside the quadrilateral
axyz. Since at most one ofabx, bcyandcazis an acute triangle, as shown in the proof of
Lemma 8, there exist at most three acute triangles outside the quadrilateralaxyz. Hence, we
obtain the desired result.�
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Fig. 6. A 4-connected plane triangulationHp .

LetG be a 4-connected plane triangulation and letmbe the number of finite faces ofG.
Whenm = 7,G is an octahedron, which was dealt with Lemma 8. Now consider the case
whenm>7 and use Corollary 7 for induction onm. LetA=pqr andB =pqs be triangles
sharing an edgepq. The pair ofA andB is called abad pair if � rpq + � spq�270◦ or
� rqp+ � sqp�270◦. For convenience, we say that an angle isnonacutewhen it is right or
obtuse and a triangle is anonacute trianglewhen it has a nonacute angle. To complete the
proof, we prove the following stronger theorem:

Theorem 10. Let G be a4-connected plane triangulation with m finite faces. If G is not an
octahedron, then G has a straight-line embeddingĜ such that at least(m+ 3)/2 faces are
acute triangles and that̂G has no bad pair.

Proof. In our argument, we denote bŷG a straight-line embedding ofG and denote the
number of acute triangles in̂G by �(Ĝ). We note thatDW5 consists ofm(=9) finite faces
and has a straight-line embedding containing(m + 3)/2(=6) acute triangles and with no
bad pair (seeFig. 7). Hence the first step of induction onm is guaranteed. Suppose that
m>9. SinceG is 4-connected,Ghasminimumdegree at least 4.According to theminimum
degree ofG, we consider the following two cases.

Case1. There exists a vertex of degree 4. Letu be a vertex of degree 4 and letp, r, q and
sbe the neighbors ofu in G lying aroundu in this cyclic order. Without loss of generality,
we may assume thatpu is a 4-contractible edge, as shown in the proof of Theorem 4.
LetG′ be the triangulation obtained fromG by contracting the edgepu. By the induction
hypothesis, there is a straight-line embeddingĜ′ of G′ such that at least{(m − 2) + 3}/2
finite faces are acute triangles and that there is no bad pair inĜ′. Now we construct a
straight-line embeddinĝG of G from Ĝ′. We may assume thatV (G′) = V (G)\{u} and
E(G′) = E(G) ∪ {pq}\{pu, qu, ru, su}. We draw every vertex ofV (G)\{u} at the same
position as inĜ′.
LetR = pqr andS = pqs be the triangles of̂G′. We first assume that bothRandSare

acute triangles. Suppose thatpq ⊥ rs. Let t be the intersection point ofpq and rs, and
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Fig. 8. Case that bothRandSare acute triangles.

consider the circles with diameterspr andqs. Since � qts = � ptr = 90◦, the pointt lies
on both of the circles. Draw a vertexu so thatu is inside the quadrilateralprqsand outside
the two circles and that the length oftu is sufficiently small. We can easily see that such
a vertexu can be put inside eitherptsor qtr. See the left side ofFig. 8. In this case, three
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Fig. 9. Case that bothA andB are nonacute triangles.

trianglespru, qruandqusare acute. So, the number of acute triangles inĜ can be bounded
as follows:

�(Ĝ)��(Ĝ′) + 3− 2� (m − 2) + 3

2
+ 1= m + 3

2
.

By this edge expansion, we made only one nonacute triangle, that is,� pus is an obtuse
angle in this case. However, since three angles incident tou other than� pus are acute,Ĝ
has no bad pair.
Next, suppose thatpqandrs do not intersect orthogonally. Lett be the point onpqsuch

thatrt ⊥ pq. Then, either� pts or � qts is acute.Without loss of generality, wemay assume
that � qts is acute. Take a vertexu on the linert so thatu is insideSand the length oftu is
sufficiently small (see the right side ofFig. 8). In this case, three trianglespru, qru andqus
are acute. We can easily see thatĜ has at least(m + 3)/2 acute triangles and has no bad
pairs, as well as in the previous case.
Next, we assume that one ofR andS is an acute triangle and the other is not. Up to

symmetry, we may assume thatR is an acute triangle. Similarly, a vertexu can de drawn so
that both trianglespru andqru are acute. Hence, we have�(Ĝ)��(Ĝ′) + 2− 1�{(m −
2) + 3}/2+ 1= (m + 3)/2. It is easily seen that there is no bad pair inĜ.
Therefore, we may assume that neitherR norS is an acute triangle. If� prq (or � psq)

is not an acute angle, then by the same (or similar) argument as in the previous, we have
�(Ĝ)��(Ĝ′) + 2− 0�{(m − 2) + 3}/2+ 2>(m + 3)/2, and we can easily see thatĜ

does not have any bad pair.
Next, suppose that both� prq and� psq are acute. Up to symmetry, we may assume that

� rpq is nonacute. Consider the case when� pqs is nonacute. SinceG′ is a triangulation
with minimum degree at least 4,̂G′ has a trianglerpv wherev �= q, s and a triangleqsw
wherew �= p, r. Put the vertexu insideR so thatspu is an isoceles acute triangle with
� spu = � sup = 90◦ − � where� is a sufficiently small positive number andu is inside the
circle with the diameterpqand� uqs + � sqw<270◦ (see the left side ofFig. 9). Sincespu
is an acute triangle, we have�(Ĝ)��(Ĝ′)+ 1− 0�{(m− 2)+ 3}/2+ 1= (m+ 3)/2. By
this edge expansion, inside the quadrilateralprqs the angles� rpu, � rup, � ruq and � uqs
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may be nonacute. Since� rpu< � rpq, the pair of trianglesrpv andrpu is not bad. Since
u is inside the circle with the diameterpq, we have� puq >90◦. So, the pair of triangles
rpu and ruq is not bad. Moreover, the pair of trianglesuqsandqsw is not bad because
� uqs + � sqw<270◦. Therefore,Ĝ has no bad pair.
Consider the case that� qps is nonacute inĜ. Let � = � rps(�180◦). By the induction

hypothesis, we have�>90◦. SinceG′ is a triangulation with minimum degree at least 4,
Ĝ′ has trianglesrpv and spw where bothv andw are other thanq, possiblyv andw
are identical (see the right side ofFig. 9). It holds either that at least one of� rpv and
� spw is acute or thatv = w and � rpv = � spv = � rpq = � spq = 90◦ because��180◦.
Suppose that at least one of� rpv and � spw is acute. Without loss of generality, we may
assume that� spw is acute. Take a vertexu so thatu is insideR andupr is an isoceles
acute triangle with� rpu= � rup = 90◦ − � where� is a sufficiently small positive number
such that(90◦ − �) + �>180◦ and � rus >90◦. Sinceupr is an acute triangle, we have
�(Ĝ)��(Ĝ′) + 1�(m + 3)/2. In this edge expansion,� ruq, � qus and � ups may be
nonacute. However, since� rus >90◦, the pair ofurq anduqs is not bad. The pair ofpus
andspw is not also bad because� spw is acute. Thus,̂G does not have any bad pair. Next,
suppose thatv=w and� rpv=� spv=� rpq=� spq=90◦. Take a vertexuso thatu is inside
Randupr is an isoceles acute triangle with� rpu= � rup=90◦ − �where� is a sufficiently
small positive number. Sinceupr is an acute triangle, we have�(Ĝ)��(Ĝ′)+1�(m+3)/2.
We can easily see that no bad pair can be arisen by this edge expansion by a similar argument
as in the previous.

Case2.Ghas no vertex of degree 4. In this case, there exists a contractible triangleu1u2u3
inG. LetG′ be the triangulation obtained fromGby contractingu1u2u3. Letube the vertex
ofG′ which is the image of the three verticesu1, u2 andu3 of G. SetU = {u1, u2, u3}. For
any integeri with 1� i�3, letvi be the vertex such thatvi is adjacent to any vertex inU\{ui}
andvi �= ui . By the induction hypothesis, there is a straight-line embeddingĜ′ such that at
least{(m − 4) + 3}/2 finite faces are acute triangles with no bad pair. Now we construct a
straight-line embeddinĝG from Ĝ′.Wemay assume thatV (G′)=V (G)∪{u}\U .We draw
every vertex ofV (G)\U at the same position as in̂G′. LetT ={� v1uv2, � v2uv3, � v3uv1}.
We first consider the case that at least two angles inT are obtuse. Up to symmetry we

may assume that both� v1uv2 and � v2uv3 are obtuse. Takeu2 on the lineuv2 and the
opposite side againstv2 from u so that the length ofuu2 is sufficiently small, and draw
two half-linesu2w1 andu2w3 such thatu2w1 ⊥ v1u andu2w3 ⊥ v3u. See the leftside of
Fig. 10. In this case, both� w1u2v2 and � w3u2v2 are acute. Hence, we can putu1 andu3
such thatu1 (resp.u3) is on the rayu2w3 (resp.u2w1) and thatu1u3 anduv2 internally
cross at right angles and that the triangleu1u2u3 is sufficiently small so that every acute
angle aroundu in Ĝ′ remains acute also in̂G. By this triangular expansion, four triangles
arise and at least three trianglesv1u2u3, v2u3u1 andv3u1u2 are acute triangles. Since the
triangleu1u2u3 is sufficiently small, any acute triangle in̂G′ is also acute inĜ. So, we
have�(Ĝ)��(Ĝ′)+3�{(m−4)+3}/2+3>(m+3)/2. Possibly,u1u2u3 is a nonacute
triangle, butĜ does not have any bad pair becausev1u2u3, v2u3u1 andv3u1u2 are acute
triangles.
Finally, we consider the case that two angles inT are acute or right. Up to symmetry

we may assume that� v1uv2 and � v2uv3 are acute or right angles. Put three verticesu1,
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Fig. 10. Case 2.

u2 andu3 on the plane such thatu1u2u3 is a sufficiently small acute isoceles triangle with
� u2u1u3 = � u2u3u1 = 90◦ − �, where� is a sufficiently small positive number andu1u3
anduv2 internally cross at right angles. By this triangular expansion, two acute triangles
arise. Thus, we have�(Ĝ)��(Ĝ′)+2�{(m−4)+3}/2+2= (m+3)/2. The two angles
� v1u3u2 and � v3u1u2 may be nonacute. We shall show that neither of them forms any bad
pair. Up to symmetry, we may only check� v1u3u2. It is easy to see that the pair of angles
� v1u3u2 and� u2u3u1 is not bad because� u2u3u1 is acute. SinceGhas no vertex of degree
4, there exists a trianglex1u3v1, wherex1 �= u2. So, we show that the pair ofv1u3u2 and
v1u3x1 is not bad. Since� v2uv1 is acute or right,� x1uv1 is acute. Moreover, the triangle
u1u2u3 is sufficiently small. Thus,� x1u3v1 is acute inĜ. So, the pair ofv1u3u2 andv1u3x1
is not bad. Therefore, the embeddingĜ has no bad pair.

This completes the proof of Theorem 10.�
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